Abstract This work describes a parallelizable optical flow field estimator based upon a modified batch version of the Self-Organizing Map (SOM). This estimator handles the ill-posedness in gradient-based motion estimation via a novel combination of regression and self-organization. The aperture problem is treated using an algebraic framework that partitions motion estimates obtained from regression into two sets: one (set H c ) containing motion estimates with high confidence and another (set H p ) with low confidence. The self-organization step uses a uniquely designed pair of sets: training set (Q = H c ) and the initial weights set (W = H c ∪ H p ). It is shown that with this specific choice of training and initial weights sets, the interpolation of flow vectors is achieved primarily due to the regularization property of the SOM. Moreover, the computationally involved step of finding the winner unit in SOM simplifies to indexing into a 2D array making the algorithm highly scalable. To preserve flow discontinuities at occlusion boundaries, we have designed an anisotropic neighborhood function for SOM that uses a novel optical flow constraint equation residual-based distance measure. A multi-resolution or pyramidal approach is used to estimate large motion. As self-organization based motion estimation is computationally intense, parallel processing on graphics processing units is used for speedup. As the algorithm is data (rather datum) parallel, with sufficient number of computing cores, the implementation of the estimator can be made real time. With the available ground truth from Middlebury database, error metrics like average angular error and average end point error are computed and are shown to be comparable with other leading techniques.
Introduction
The optical flow model is based upon the illumination changes between a small number (typically 2) of consecutive frames of a video sequence. The optical flow field represents the 2D motion of objects within the sequence, and we use the terms optical flow and 2D motion interchangeably. Broadly, there are three categories [2] of estimators for optical flow: the frequency-domain estimators; the gradient-based estimators; and the feature-based estimators. The estimator developed in this work is gradient based. Quantitative evaluation of various gradient-based optical flow estimators can be found at the Middlebury website. 1 Gradient-based (differential) methods can be further classified into regularization-based global methods (e.g., Horn-Schunck [8] technique) and into regression-based local methods (e.g., the Lucas-Kanade [12] technique).
Overview
The estimator developed in this work starts as a local method and in the second step uses a self-organization strategy (using unsupervised learning) to interpolate the flow field. This research extends the previous work developed by Shiralkar and Schalkoff [18] based on Neural Gas (NG) [14] . In this study, we use a modified batch version of the Self-Organizing Map (SOM) [11] . Moreover, using Heskes [7] interpretation of SOM as a mixture model with added regularization, we show how the aperture-affected flow vectors get their values during unsupervised learning.
To handle large motion, the small (differential) motionbased algorithm is embedded in a multi-resolution or pyramidal framework. We refer to the resultant algorithm as pyrSOMFlow. We also implement a predictor-corrector approach to refine motion estimates at a specified level of pyramid. The entire algorithm (pyrSOMFlow) is highly scalable and, with enough computing cores, can be made real time. We provide details of our parallel implementation on a graphics processing unit (GPU) in Sect. 6.
Brightness constancy assumption
Differential methods rely on the BCA which assumes that all changes in brightness in the image sequence are attributed to motion. BCA is valid most of the time, but violations have to be mitigated to get acceptable flow fields. A major source of BCA violation is occlusion. Other sources of BCA violation like specular reflections, transparent or translucent surfaces, ambient lighting variations and self-illumination are ignored in this work. Estimation of multiple object flow fields with mitigation of occlusion boundaries is the focus of this work.
Gradient-based methods start explicitly with the BCA and the optical flow constraint equation (OFCE) derived from BCA is given as:
The OFCE (Eq. 1) is a relation between the spatial gradients ∇ I T x = [I x I y ] and the temporal gradient I t of image intensity I (x, t), with the motion v = [u v] T at pixel location x. Motion estimation problem using OFCE (Eq. 1) applied at a single pixel is ill-posed. To overcome the ill-posedness, two techniques are typically used, namely, regression and regularization. In the regression-based methods, piecewise constant motion is assumed, while the regularization-based methods assume piecewise smooth motion.
Regression-based methods
Regression-based methods pool OFCEs within a neighborhood (window or aperture) and simultaneously solve them to compute single motion vector. For example, Lucas-Kanade [12] use the weighted least squares for obtaining the regression solution. They minimize the following error term (using L2 norm).
where R is the region of support of pixels forming the aperture and W is a window function giving less weight to residuals further from the center from R. In sparse texture areas of the image, the spatio-temporal gradients in (Eq. 2) may not have enough information to provide a unique solution (motion estimate) leading to the aperture problem. The estimation ability with larger aperture is likely to be better, but it can increase the chances of pooling multi-class information from pixels across occlusion boundaries. This problem is referred to as the generalized aperture problem. Black and Anandan [3] try to overcome the issues at occlusion boundaries using Lorentzian penalty function, whereas the recent optical flow estimators use the L1 norm [1] . The regressionbased methods typically purge motion estimates with low confidence (mostly with aperture issues), thus leading to a sparse but reliable flow field.
Regularization-based methods
Regularization methods try to solve the problem by minimizing a global energy functional, which incorporates both the BCA and the spatial coherence assumption. The typical form of the global energy term is given [1] as:
where the data term E Data is based on OFCE errors or residuals, and where the prior term E Prior is based on smoothness assumption favoring certain flow fields over others. λ controls the relative importance of E Data and E Prior . With larger value of λ, more smooth flow fields are obtained. The data term is obtained by aggregating the error (residual) per pixel of the OFCEs over the image using some norm. For example, the Horn-Schunck algorithm [8] uses the L2 norm to get: (4) and uses the Laplacian of the optical flow to enforce smoothness with:
where
The use of the L2 norm assumes that the gradients of the flow field are Gaussian and IID [1] . These assumptions are not true especially near occlusion boundaries. Black and Anandan [3] use robust penalty functions for both the data term and the prior term to handle violations of assumptions used in gradient-based techniques. While Black and Anandan [3] use a Lorenzian penalty function, recent algorithms typically use the L1 norm [1] . There are various algorithms that refine the regularization-based approach using temporal smoothness, spatial weighting functions, photometrically invariant features and other techniques. These are described in [1] .
The solution (motion estimates) in regularization-based methods is obtained by minimizing the global energy term (Eq. 3) typically using either Gradient Descent algorithms or using variational approaches.
Self-organization
In our method, we use a self-organization approach to recover motion vectors affected by the aperture problem. The idea is to cluster motion vectors, both with high and low confidence values, and then to use a spatial coherence assumption to refine low confidence estimates to make them similar to high confidence estimates. Figure 1 (a) shows the image with eight square objects moving in eight different directions. The true motion (u, v) for each object is shown with overlaid arrows. Figure 1(b) shows motion vectors obtained using regression technique for this eight motion test case. Both, the high confidence and the low confidence regression solutions (motion vectors) are shown. Figure 1 (c) shows motion vectors after self-organization wherein low confidence estimates are refined to make them similar to high confidence estimates. For the motion vectors that are affected by the aperture issue, the refinement process can be seen in terms of recovery of missing motion components using spatially nearby vectors.
For our optical flow estimator, explicit cluster membership information is not required. Clustering algorithms like the Self-Organizing Map [11] and Neural Gas [14] do not require the number of clusters as input. These self-organizing algorithms use competitive learning with soft-max adaptation to identify clusters and, with some modifications, can be used in optical flow estimation. To avoid smearing at occlusion boundaries, we use a novel OFCE-based distance measure to form anisotropic neighborhoods during the self-organization phase.
Outline
The following sections study in detail the algorithm and its evaluation. Section 2 provides details of Kohonen's SOM algorithm. Heskes' [7] Batch SOM is also described. Section 3 addresses the application of self-organization techniques to motion estimation. Details of local (regressionbased) motion estimation and the use of a modified batch version of SOM for motion refinement or interpolation of flow are addressed. Section 4 concerns large motion and the use of a multi-resolution or pyramidal framework. This section thus provides the end-to-end details of the optical flow estimator. The quantitative evaluation of the algorithm can be found in Sect. 5. Section 6 shows how the estimator developed in Sect. 4 is mapped onto a GPU and also shows the resulting speedup. In the Appendices, Heskes' [7] analysis is modified to show both the error minimization and regularization properties of our optical flow estimator. 
Self-organizing map
Cluster representation using exemplars leads to quantization of vector space. Assume data points x ∈ R m are distributed according to an underlying distribution P. The goal of exemplar-based clustering algorithm is to find prototype locations w i ∈ R m , i = 1, . . . , N , such that these prototypes represent the distribution P as accurately as possible. A data vector x is described by the best-matching or "winning" reference vector w i(x) for which the distortion error d(x, w i(x) ) (for example, squared Euclidean distance) is minimal [14] . The optimal choice of reference vectors w i varies based on the cost or error function being minimized.
The application of SOM [11] to optical flow in our technique is incremental in time over two consecutive frames. SOM may be implemented either iteratively or using a batch approach over these frames. We chose the batch technique since it allowed parallel (GPU) implementation.
SOM (online version)
SOM [11] is a sheet-like neural network with weights (reference vectors) associated with each unit. SOM implements a form of local competitive learning to identify reference vectors w i using data points x ∈ R m as training vectors. The neighboring units compete in their activities by means of mutual lateral interactions. SOM uses soft-max adaptation as part of its update strategy; that is, it not only updates the winner unit's weight vector, but also updates the weight vectors of the neighboring units. The soft-max update helps SOM avoid local minima during training of weights. The learning rule for online version of SOM consists of a stochastic gradient descent, yielding
for all weights w i given a data point x j .nd is a twodimensional neighborhood around the winning unit given by index I (x j ).h λ (t) with λ > 0 is typically given as:
SOM [11] does not posses a cost function in the continuous case and its mathematical characterization is difficult [5] . However, if the winner is chosen as the neuron i with minimum averaged distance
as shown by Heskes [7] , then it optimizes the cost [6]
where I * (x) denotes the winner index (according to averaged distance) of the closest prototype (one of the w's), and χ I * (x) (i) is the indicator function. More specifically,
SOM batch version
Batch SOM optimizes the same cost function as the online variant [4] . For the discrete training data x 1 , . . . , x M , starting from random positions of the prototypes, batch learning performs the following two steps until convergence [6] 1. Determine the winner index I * (x j ) for each data point x j using distance measure given by Eq. 8.
Determine the new prototypes as
Multiple iterations of the above two steps are required before w i s reflect the underlying distribution P from which x j s are derived.
Self-organization based optical flow
Our motion estimation algorithm has three consecutive stages: gradient estimation, regression-based local motion estimation and self-organization based interpolation.
Gradient estimation
We use the approximate differentiation as given in [8] to calculate the spatial and temporal gradients using two consecutive frames of an image sequence.
Regression-based local motion estimation
In local motion computation, we assume piecewise constant motion and solve multiple OFCEs simultaneously to get the motion estimate. For example, an aperture or window of size 2 × 2 yields four equations and can be formulated as:
The regression-based motion estimate can then be obtained using Moore-Penrose inverse as
Typically, a square neighborhood around a pixel is considered for OFCE pooling to form an aperture with more regional support. For example, in a 3 × 3 aperture, nine pixels contribute their OFCEs making D a 9 × 2 matrix, while making f t a 9 × 1 sized vector. The solution is still given by (Eq. 12). The solution depends on the local gradient values and is correlated with the amount of texture within the aperture. An algebraic viewpoint of the aperture problem can be obtained considering the properties of matrix D in (Eq. 11). The rank of matrix D will be at most two (2) , independent of the number of pixels used in the spatial coherence augmentation. As seen in [18] , there are always the following three cases: The algebraic viewpoint helps identify the motion estimates that suffer from the aperture problem and have missing motion components. If the rank of matrix D is either 0 or 1 (aperture problem) or if the residual is high (violation of spatial coherence), we put the motion estimate v in set H p (denotes set of partial estimates), otherwise, v is put in set H c (denotes set of complete estimates).
Self-organization based interpolation
Once we have partitioned the local motion estimates into sets H c and H p , we interpolate the information and come up with a refined global motion estimate. Modifications to the standard batch version of SOM are required for flow interpolation and these lead to an algorithm we refer to as BatchSOMFlow.
BatchSOMFlow
Shiralkar [17] developed the SOMFlow algorithm using a modified online version of Kohenen's SOM. SOMFlow is not parallelizable and hence cannot be efficiently implemented on a GPU. BatchSOMFlow, on the other hand, is parallelizable. BatchSOMFlow uses Q = H c as the training set and uses set W = H c ∪ H p as initial weights. We choose to use 2D topology for SOM mirroring the image dimensions and thus we have one-to-one correspondence between SOM weights and image pixels. The computationally involved step of finding the winner weight can be by-passed by utilizing this one-to-one mapping and leads to significant speedup. As all training vectors, H c are also present in W = H c ∪ H p , the process of finding the winner weight simplifies to indexing in a 2D array and is independent of the cardinality of weights set W .
The neighborhood function h λ (t) used in the Batch SOM algorithm (Eq. 10) is isotropic and leads to unwanted averaging of motion at occlusion boundaries. We replace it with an anisotropic version to better preserve motion discontinuities. In BatchSOMFlow, we use a non-typical 2 distance measure involving OFCE (Eq. 1) residuals:
where, I xk , I yk and I tk are the gradients corresponding to w k in small n × n window around w i .u j and v j are the velocity components of training vector q j .r j ∈ R 2 and r i ∈ R 2 are the location vectors of training vector q j and weight vector w i , respectively. This distance measure (Eq. 13) along with function h λ i j :
leads to the required anisotropic neighborhood. Empirically, we have found that N c = 15 gives good results and for a 3 × 3 window around w i , α = 250 works well.
With Q = H c and initial W = H c ∪ H p , the weight update for BatchSOMFlow simplifies to (see Appendix A):
Since the winner computation is simply a process of indexing into a 2D array, BatchSOMFlow's computational requirements are considerably less than that of Batch SOM (Eq. 10). The BatchSOMFlow update is data parallel and, along with the simplified winner index computation, leads to efficient implementation on the GPU, as shown in Sect. 6.
The BatchSOMFlow update function can be understood if we look at a weight vector near an occlusion boundary. Within the neighborhood Q nbr around the weight vector, there are training vectors with different motion values. Figure 2a shows this scenario with the weight vector marked by a circle. With our OFCE residual-based distance measure applied to the training vectors within Q nbr , our goal is to get an anisotropic neighborhood as seen in (Fig. 2b) . The idea is to train the weight vector using only the training vectors that satisfy the OFCE (Eq. 1) at the weight vector location. Training vectors that lead to large OFCE residue at a weight vector location should not affect the weight vector, even if they are spatially close.
Example: isotropic versus anisotropic
Consider the image sequence given in Fig. 3 with four squares moving diagonally toward the center of the image. The images were generated using code developed by Kamitani [9] . There are four motion classes and four occlusion boundaries. Figure 4 (a) shows the initial weights set (W = H c ∪H p ) and Fig. 4(b) shows the training set (Q = H c ). The use of an isotropic neighborhood function, as specified in (Eq. 7), leads to incorrect flow vectors at the occlusion boundaries (Fig. 4(c) ). Using the anisotropic neighborhood function (Eq. 14) gives flow with motion discontinuities better preserved at occlusion boundaries as seen in Fig. 4 
(d).
Small Motion with BatchSOMFlow: Figure 5 summarizes the steps required to estimate optical flow assuming the differential model (Eq. 1) is valid. 
Analysis of BatchSOMFlow
The BatchSOMFlow update (Eq. 15) is data parallel (or rather datum parallel) as each weight can be independently and parallely updated. Moreover, only one iteration is required as can be seen (in Appendix A) by analyzing the effect of incorporating W = H c ∪ H p and Q = H c into SOM cost function given by [7] . Also, Appendix B shows that, with this particular use of weights and training set, we achieve interpolation of flow vectors primarily due to the regularization property of SOM.
Pyramid BatchSOMFlow-pyrSOMFlow
To handle large motion estimation cases, the algorithm developed in Sect. 3 is embedded in a multi-resolution framework wherein motion is computed at a coarser resolution and is used to estimate motion at the next finer resolution in the pyramid. We refer to this pyramidal estimator as pyrSOMFlow. Figure 6 shows an example of pyramidal processing. The dotted lines show the pyramid level that is being processed. The pyramids on the left of the dark arrow are inputs to the processing step (for example, Back Warping) and the pyramids on the right are the output of the processing step. Two steps, namely, Back Warping and 2X Interpolation use bicubic convolution interpolation [10] . Consider two images, img0 and img1. The processing starts with construction of data pyramids img0Pyr and img1Pyr by low-pass filtering and sub-sampling images img0 and img1, respectively. Other pyramids shown in is same as img1Pyr(L-1). At other levels, this step leads to cancellation of coarse motion (accumulated so far) between img0Pyr(k) and img1Pyr(k). The remaining (delta) motion that may remain can be computed using the small motion model (Eq. 1) with img0Pyr(k) and imgWarpPyr(k). The second step (Gradient calculation) computes the spatial gradients (gradXPyr(k), gradYPyr(k)) and temporal gradients (gradTPyr(k)) using img0Pyr(k) and imgWarpPyr(k). The third step (Local Motion Est) uses regression and matrix rank to generate HcPyr(k) and HcUHpPyr(k). The fourth step (Self-Organization) then trains HcUHpPyr(k) to get the corrected motion at level k. The fifth step (Accumulate Flow) is for keeping track of the flows estimated at different levels. Adding the flow HcUHpPyr(k) to oFlowPyr(k) gives the optical flow estimate for the kth level of pyramid. If k is equal to zero, it means that the base or highest resolution is reached and oFlowPyr(0) is the optical flow estimate from the technique. The sixth step (2X Interpolation) is applicable only if k is greater than zero. In that case, oFlowPyr(k) is interpolated 
Predictor-corrector approach:
A predictor-corrector approach [16] can be used to iteratively refine motion estimates. Figure 7 shows the use of predictor-corrector approach in use in the multi-resolution framework.
Adding the flow HcUHpPyr(k) to oFlowPyr(k) gives the optical flow estimate for the kth level of pyramid. This estimate/prediction can be used to refine/correct the estimates by going back to warping stage, but staying at the same resolution. For self-organization based motion estimation, the predictor-corrector approach works best at the highest resolution. Figure 8 shows the average angular error (AAE) and average end point error(AEE) using pyrSOMFlow for the test cases from the Middlebury database. Ground truth flow is known for the eight test cases and error metrics can be computed. The charts show the error values with varying SOM neighborhood extent. Due to the use of anisotropic neighborhoods, the error values do not change drastically even with increasing SOM neighborhood windows. Figures 9, 10, 11 and 12 show the ground truth flow and the estimated flow for the Middlebury image sequences. It can be seen that we get dense flow fields with preservation of motion discontinuities at occlusion boundaries. It can also be seen that violation of BCA (e.g., due to shadows) leads to incorrect flow estimates in some portions of the image.
Evaluation using Middlebury database
Comparison with other optical flow estimators: Figure 13 shows the AAE metric comparison of pyrSOMFlow with other optical flow estimators. The implementation of these other estimators can be obtained at the website for Classic+NL [19] . 3 Classic+NL [19] is one of the leading regularization-based estimators. BA refers to Black and Anandan's [3] flow estimator, while HS refers to Horn and Schunck's [8] flow estimator. pyrSOMFlow is tuned more for computational efficiency than for keeping error metrics low. Middlebury database can be found at Middlebury's optical flow evaluation website. 4 
Parallel implementation on GPU
Graphics processing is highly parallelizable and GPUs take advantage by replicating the hardware units to process more data at a time. For GPU computing [15] , the Single Program Multiple Data (SPMD) programming model is followed. In this work, we use NVIDIA GPUs and CUDA programming for general purpose computing.
Mapping pyrSOMFlow on CUDA
We use 11 different CUDA kernels for the eight stages of the CUDA-based pyramidal optical flow estimator (pyrSOMFlow) implementation. The pyramidal approach starts with a data pyramid creation stage for the input images and involves low-pass filtering and subsampling. This is a one-time activity before the pyrSOMFlow algorithm starts. pyrSOMFlow at each pyramid level goes through pipeline of seven stages involving ten kernels as described later in this section. Each CUDA kernel follows a similar memory access pattern. Figure 14 shows the typical mapping of memory elements. The inputs of each stage are two-dimensional arrays and the contents of the arrays do not change, i.e., they are immutable during processing of that stage. The input arrays are held in device global memory, but are mapped as textures 4 http://vision.middlebury.edu/flow/eval/. leading to the use of the texture cache for their access. The output arrays are written (hence are mutable) during the processing and are held in device global memory. Since global memory has very high latency, the data are written in two stages making use of low latency shared memory. First, the shared memory is used as a scratch pad and written to and read from by threads. Later, once computation of a thread block is done, the data from shared memory are transferred to global memory. Simultaneous writing by all threads to global memory improves performance by leveraging memory coalescing. The one-time data pyramid creation stage requires one kernel. The seven stages with the ten kernels of pyrSOMFlow are: Figure 15 shows the speedup obtained on CUDA for processing a pair of frames in Middlebury database image sequences to compute the optical flow. Figure 16 shows the timing of various stages for serial code and code executed with CUDA. These timings are for the case when predictor-corrector iteration is applied once at the highest resolution. Median filtering of optical flow with a 5 × 5 window is also done to improve the flow fields [19] . The time for each stage shows the accumulated time over all levels of the pyramid. The test case (Rubber Whale) has image size of 584 × 388 pixels. 
Conclusion
Most existing dense optical flow estimation algorithms cast optical flow estimation as a regularization problem and optimize a global energy function involving a data term and a smoothness term. The self-organization based optical flow estimation presented here is a two-step process with an initial regression-based motion estimate that is later refined/interpolated by self-organization techniques. Flow interpolation works well due to our novel formulation of weight initialization set (W = H c ∪ H p ) and training set (Q = H c ). Using Heskes [7] interpretation of SOM as mixture model with added regularization, we show why the vectors in set H p get their motion corrected/refined during SOM training. During the self-organization phase, anisotropic neighborhoods are generated using residuals of the OFCE. Although SOM propagates motion information spatially, the motion discontinuities at occlusion boundaries are preserved due to the use of these anisotropic neighborhood functions. The algorithm is highly scalable and it shows good speedup on GPUs. Finally, the Middlebury evaluation results show that this selforganization based optical flow estimator is comparable to the typical regularization-based dense flow estimators.
Appendix A: Analysis of BatchSOMFlow quantization error
Given a set of input vectors Q and weights W , let p i j denote the probability that the input q j is assigned to node with weight w i . Even if we assign input q j to weight w i , there is a confusion probability h il that the input q j is instead quantized by the weight vector w l . The quantization error as given by [13] and [7] is:
where M = |Q| and N = |W |.h il corresponds to the lateral interaction strength and typically
where d il refers to the node distance on a two-dimensional grid between w i and w l . As seen earlier, anisotropic lateral interaction can be designed using 
leads to
Recall that p cj denotes the probability that the input q j is assigned to node with weight w c ∈ H c . As H c ⊂ W by design, q j ∈ W is one of the w c s and therefore p cj = 1. As there is only one w ∈ W that satisfies w c = q j and p cj = 1, it implies that the probability that the input q j is assigned to any other node is 0. p k j denotes the probability that the input q j is assigned to node with weight w k ∈ H p .q j 's will never be assigned to any weight in H p as they always find a match in H c with probability equal to 1. Hence all the p k j are zero and the second summation term evaluates to zero. Therefore we have
It can be seen that p cj = 1 when w c = q j and p cj = 0 for w c = q j . This further simplifies the quantization term to
where index c of h cl corresponds to w c such that w c = q j , which can be written as
Heskes EM algorithm [7] for SOM includes the maximization step Moreover, as probability values are known and do not change, we do not require the expectation step. Thus we get the updated motion vectors (w i ) as weighted combination of training vectors (q j ) in a single step (without iterations).
Appendix B: Regularization effect of BatchSOMFlow
Heskes [7] shows SOM as mixture model plus additional regularization. The energy functional being optimized in this case is given as
log P(q j |W ) (24)
where L(W ) is the optimization criterion corresponding to a maximum likelihood procedure for mixture of Gaussians when no lateral interactions are considered, similar to that of vector quantization. In Vector quantization case, the mixture of Gaussians is given as P(q j |W ) = N i=1 g i G(q j |w i ), whereas for SOM, the mixture of Gaussians is given as 
Minimizing E(W ) minimizes E regular (W ), which in turn minimizes the variance term V i (W ) and this leads to regularization.
With W = H c ∪ H p and Q = H c , the probability of finding q ∈ H c given W is 1. P(q|W ) evaluates to 1 and therefore L(W ) = 0 and is independent of W . Therefore, we have only the regularization term left:
The expectation-maximization (EM) algorithm developed by [7] for SOM tries to optimize E(W ) = − 
